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My Op5 experience
I was in charge of research, plan, deploy and migrate to a new monitoring system that could be
scalable enough to support the monitoring of our 4k+ hosts and 25k+ services with the existent
available resources we had in our data center.
I had contact with some vendors and tested systems like Icinga2, Nagios XI, Opsview Monitor and
CheckMK, before I discovered an op5 AMI in the AWS Marketplace. Then I asked for more
information at the op5 portal and got the support I needed from Jason Hagood and Jon Cavanaugh.
I started with 4 virtual servers running CentOS 6 under 2 physical servers running KVM on Ubuntu
14.04. I realized that the configuration of a distributed architecture was way simpler than Opsview
and any of the other systems, but performance was still poor because of the virtualization layer.
I then freed more servers by migrating other KVM Virtual Machines, reformatted the servers, and
used bare metal CentOS 6 on all of them, the performance improved significantly. I used the
Amazon VPC EC2 instances as master systems and the servers in our datacenter as poller
systems. The preliminary result was an architecture strong enough to support a gradual migration
and I reformatted and installed the Opsview servers as more poller systems.
The final result is as follows.

-

3 Master Peered Systems, 2 of them in Amazon VPC EC2 in different Availability Zones. The
other peered master is the only one in charge of receiving traps with op5 Trapper.
3 Peered Poller Clusters and 1 standalone poller to support old network equipment that only
allow 1 IP in their SNMP Access List.

I was also responsible for the team that developed our internal dashboard that pulls information
from op5 using the REST API. And also directly connected the op5 Monitor MySQL database to
other systems for some integrations.
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To achieve this I had to know:
-

How a Nagios based monitoring system works.
How to write Nagios configuration.
How to use Linux based OS.
About relational and non-relational databases.
How op5 works.
How Merlin works and how to set up a distributed environment.
How to write scripts/custom plugins for op5 in different languages.
Common network ports and protocols used for monitoring.
How to use the HTTP REST API for integrations.
How to set up and use the op5 Trapper module.

